May, 2022

Newsletter of the St Tammany
Woodworkers Guild

Next Meeting
Tuesday, May 24, 2022 at
7:00 pm
St. Joseph Abbey Woodshop
75376 River Road
St. Benedict, LA 70457
Bring a folding chair and
bring your $25 dues if you
haven't already!

Agenda:
Woodworking questions
Show 'n Tell
Update on Board's work
Sign up to host meeting
programs
Nominations for election on
June 28
Demonstration by Brian
Stauss
on
the
Marc
Sommerfeld method of
cabinet construction that is
efficient and ensures that
your cabinets are square.

Highlights from the Board Meetings
Over the past several weeks, the board has been working on some
pressing issues for the guild. One is that our treasurer, Wayne Thompson,

has looked into possible compliance issues regarding state and federal
reporting. His CPA has reviewed our documents and advised us that
we are currently compliant.
Another issue concerns bylaws which were written in 1991 when the
guild was founded. The board has worked on necessary amendments
to them to bring them up to date. These will be presented to the
membership for consideration and a two-thirds vote of the members
present for ratification.
The governance of the guild has been discussed in light of the
vacancy in the offices of president and vice-president. Several reforms
have been envisioned and some tried out. One is having a more
active board such as we have seen in the past few months to plan the
meetings and support the efforts of the two remaining officers. We
have met over ZOOM and envision this continuing even after we have
a full slate of officers again. Another plan is to invite members to sign
up for a meeting and plan the demonstration or talk or activity at that
meeting. Already Gerald Gibson gave us a shop tour and a tool
parade at one meeting. Joe Perret and Henry Simon gave us a talk
and demonstration on repairing and finishing wood. Other activity
ideas include a visit to a cabinet making shop, a visit to a saw mill, a
meeting at PMC and perhaps a demonstration there on tuning a
bandsaw, and a joint meeting with the Baton Rouge guild at PMC that
is more likely to attract a vendor. Tom Gustafson has offered to
videotape tours through shops that are too small to host a meeting.
Another possibility the guild may wish to consider is joining our guild
with the Baton Rouge guild and generally meeting in Hammond.
We currently do not meet in July. The membership may wish to think
about canceling the August meeting, as well.
In any event, we do need to hold an election this June and fill our
vacant positions.

Minutes

Joe Perret moderated the April 26, 2022 meeting at the St. Joseph
Abbey. He and Henry Simon gave a presentation on repairing and
finishing wood projects.

Show 'n Tell

For Show ‘n Tell, Brian Stauss brought in
a repaired bench. The bench had
been discarded.
Rene’ Maggio showed a pergola with
a swing that he built. He embedded
two feet of the posts into concrete in
the ground.

Monty Hall brought several
bowls that he turned and
finished.

Pat Robbert showed a sapele
frame she made for a piece of
antique stained glass. She cut the
grooves with a grooving plane
and fitted the tenons using a
router plane. The sapele was filled
using Timbermate and finished
with a tung oil finish. She also built
a raised planter for her husband
from a Chris Schwartz design for a
garden bench. It is a simple
project made from six PT 2x4s,
construction
adhesive,
and
screws.

Frenchie Cheramie showed a cedar chest, a custom sized cigar
holder with 316 SS tips, and spalted maple bottle stoppers that he
turned on an ornamental machine, and a flower vase turned in
dogwood with a CA finish.
Eric Carter showed an old cypress
shutter he found and noted that the
side panel was a solid piece of wood.
He also showed a small box that his
wife bought that was cut so precisely
that the lid fits on both ways.

Joe Perret showed several folding
trivets that he recently made as gifts.
Pictured is Brian Harrell holding one.

Presentation

Joe Perret and Henry Simon gave a presentation about making repairs
to wood and finishing wood. Here are some of the things that we
learned.
Joe said that he fills knot holes with coffee grounds and super thin CA
glue. An accelerator makes it dry very quickly. Pat added that she
uses instant espresso crystals for this purpose.
Joe noted that cypress plywood is $220 a sheet. If it has a dent, a
repair can be made with a wet towel and an iron or with a steam
generator.
Oak is an open-pore wood. It can be filled with diluted Timbermate
prior to finishing. Aaron Mahnke uses Aquacoat to fill worm holes. Jack
Terry warned that antique furniture can be full of powder post beetles.
Henry said that while it is important to prepare the wood surface
before finishing, he seldom goes above 220 grit in doing so.
Henry uses gel stain from Old Master. It doesn’t run, flows well, and is
applied with a lint-free cloth. He lets it dry overnight, at least. A
subsequent finish that has some mineral spirits in it may remove some of
the stain if the stain is not sufficiently dry.
Lacquer spray needs a dry day and an environment that is safe for
you.
For a topcoat, Henry prefers to use a wipe-on finish in lieu of a brushed
or spray finish. A typical mixture is 50-60% polyurethane with 5% linseed
oil and the remaining mineral spirits. Reduce the mineral spirits by 20%
for subsequent coats. On humid days, a small amount of Japan Dryer
speeds up the drying.
Henry reminded everyone to let rags used in finishing dry outside. Such
a rag tossed into a trash can or discarded into a heap can
spontaneously combust.
Henry said he always rubs out his finishes with 0000-steel wool (Liberon
brand) and a paste wax such as Bri wax or Minwax Finishing Paste Wax.

The rubbed finish is worth the extra effort. He finishes cutting boards
with mineral oil or Walrus Cutting Board Oil (which is mainly mineral oil).
Jack Terry prefers to use 3M green pads in white and gray as they are
as fine as 0000-steel wool and don’t leave steel wool particles.
Joe likes Howard’s Feed ‘n Wax which contains a conditioning oil and
beeswax and carnauba wax.
Joe said that paste wax can be dark or light and will change the look
of the wood. It is good to test it on the wood first. He finds that
Renaissance Wax dries the clearest. Beeswax is next.
Joe uses a shellac finish. He mixes small amounts at the time by
combining shellac flakes and denatured alcohol. This way he also has
fresh product. He applies it with a one-inch applicator ball he makes
from T-shirts and a rubber band. He notes that if you mess-up, get out
the plain alcohol and start over. Jack noted that ammonia will also
dissolve shellac.
Henry said that sanding a piece of wood to 180 grit vs 400 grit can give
a different wood color, depending on the species of wood. Brian said
that sanding end grain to a finer grit than long grain will give a closer
color match between the two surfaces.

Maritime Museum Repairs

On May 6 and 7, volunteers met
at the Maritime Museum to
make repairs to the dock fence.
Wayne Thompson, Henry Simon,
Bob Simon, Gerald Gibson, Bill
Pecoul,
and
Bob
Busfield
worked. The museum folks were
very happy with the finished
fence.

-Submitted by Pat Robbert, Secretary
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